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TOPICS COVERED

•  Introduction
•  Problems experienced in Evolutionary Delivery (ED)
•  Uncertainties about Agile in practice
•  Agile and software for safety-critical systems
•  Review
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EXPERIENCE IN EVOLUTIONARY DELIVERY

•  Introduced evolutionary delivery (ED) into development
•  Discovered impediments to a smooth passage
•  Had to

–  Design solutions
–  Define procedures
–  Create roles and fill them

•  Agile is based on ED
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RELEVANCE OF ED TO AGILE

•  Delivery −> Feedback −> Evolution to the “right” system

•  Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through 
early and continuous delivery of valuable software              
(Principles behind the Agile Manifesto)

–  Therefore, Agile necessarily involves ED

•  Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of 
weeks to a couple of months, with a preference for the 
shorter timescale (Principles behind the Agile Manifesto)

–  Therefore, Agile necessarily involves ED
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DO THESE PROBLEMS NOT TOUCH AGILE?

•  Articles, conference presentations tell predominantly of 
successful programming

•  No reference to:
–  Any difficulties in handling change
–  The need for – and consequence of – system validation
–  The complications of configuration management
–  How project accounting is carried out
–  How a project infrastructure is put in place
–  The legal position if specification is not the basis of work
–  Misunderstandings by traditional-thinking management
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SPECIFICATION

•  ED caused customers (users) to
–  Defer specification
–  Try to specify incrementally
–  Neglect to specify at all
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SPECIFICATION

•  A full specification is required for
–  Defining the system and its scope
–  Deriving the scope of the project
–  Designing the system architecture, without which

o System is likely to function ineffectively
o Software development is ineffective

–  Defining the project’s strategic boundary
•  Holistic safety analysis and assessment require a full spec.

–  Can the achievement of safety be planned efficiently and 
effectively without a full understanding of the system?
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SPECIFICATION

•  A full specification is required for
–  Determining project requirements

o Manpower, skills, tools
o Language, communication, etc.

–  Defining infrastructure requirements
o And creating the project infrastructure

–  Estimating project time and costs – for project approval 
and as a baseline from which to assess change

–  This is important in in-house projects, essential in 
contracted-out projects
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THE NATURE OF DELIVERIES

•  ”You can make a delivery every week” (Early encouragement)

•  “From a couple of weeks to a couple of months” (Agile)

•  Impression is of deliveries being simple additions

–  “Each sprint builds a part of the system and this part is 
integrated with the previous parts” [Safety Systems 
article]

•  But each delivery is a new system

–  This quotation ignores the change that Agile is said to 
welcome and embrace
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THE NATURE OF DELIVERIES

•  Each delivery is a new system, being an integration of:
–  Unchanged parts of the current version
–  New functions as originally defined
–  New versions of delivered functions (requested change)
–  New versions of delivered functions (maintenance)
–  New functions (requested additions)

•  No reference to the distinctions in Agile literature
–  But they are essential for accounting and project control
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ED HAS IMPLICATIONS

•  Deliveries create a need for management of change
•  ED requires the handling of numerous versions of the system 

–  And requires complex configuration management
•  The rate of delivery cannot be determined by flippant decree

–  It depends on many factors, including the duration of 
validation
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VALIDATION

•  Each delivery introduces a new system
–  Which requires validation (not re-validation)

•  As system grows, validation time increases
–  And affects the possible delivery interval

•  With validation time of six weeks
–  We standardised on delivery periodicity of three months

•  A delivery every two weeks is impossible

•  “Scrum” tutorials refer to validation of “sprints”
–  Never to system validation

•  But a system of any importance cannot (should not) be 
brought into service until it is validated
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT  
Controlling Many Versions of the System

•  A version of the system in service
•  The version it has replaced
•  Any number of historic versions
•  At least two versions under development
•  Changes (in some cases, many) over time to most modules
•  Each system version composed of a particular, defined, 

version of each module
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM = 
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

•  A software library
•  Storage of software at all stages of development
•  Automatic provision of all configuration-management 

functions
•  Integration and testing carried out within the CM system
•  Places constraints on coders and testers

–  Provides control
–  Contributes towards quality and QA

•  The CM system describes the development process
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT RULES

•  Upward movement of software requires a contract 
between developer making the transfer and the manager 
of the level to which it is to be transferred
–  All transfers formal
–  Software as good as the provider can get it

•  No downward movement allowed
–  Avoids disjunction of software and its records

•  No skipping of levels
–  Ensures that all tests are carried out
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT  
OF MAINTENANCE CHANGES

•  Controlling maintenance changes requires 
special attention
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MANAGEING CHANGE

•  A principle of ED is that change is invited (and welcomed)
•  Corrections needed to incorrect design or code
•  Requirements in the specification changed
•  Gaps in the specification filled
•  Use of the system throws up new ideas that are translated 

into requirements
•  The need for new functions recognised
•  The organisation or the system’s environment may change
•  The scope of the system may be extended
•  Numerous cosmetic changes to style, format, etc.
•  There is a risk of an infinite project, but

–  The better the original spec., the easier to control change
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MANAGEING CHANGE

•  The principal advantage of ED can also be its Achilles heel
•  Requests for change (RFCs) need to be vetted
•  Are all RFCs useful?
•  Are all useful RFCs essential?
•  How important are cosmetic improvements?
•  How is accounting carried out?

–  Are maintenance changes distinguished from others?
•  Are all RFCs within the strategic scope of the system?
•  Users’ and strategic vetting processes have to be designed
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STAKEHOLDERS’ STATED REQUIREMENTS 
WITH RESPECT TO AGREED OBJECTIVES
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MANAGEING CHANGE

•  Customers’ RFCs may require a change of system scope
–  And perhaps of project scope

•  Users’ RFCs must be vetted by User Representative
–  And then by Strategic Representative

•  Absence of  strategic concurrence must lead to trouble in
–  Control of project cost and time
–  Project accounting
–  System effectiveness

•  Seemingly bureaucratic, but absolutely necessary
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STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVE

•  Need to meet business goals rather than users’ convenience
•  There was no well understood strategic boundary

–  So strategic representative could not vet the users’ RFCs
•  To obtain strategic understanding

–  Needed to bring system owners (senior managers) 
together to agree on strategic goals
o A big problem

•  Defining the system boundary was an iterative process
•  At first, rejecting requirements outside the boundary was 

problematic
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DOCUMENTATION

•  It is difficult to keep documentation up-to-date
•  Some companies make no attempt to do so
•  A colleague recently wrote to me:

“I was tasked to bring the software processes in line with 
DO-178B guidance. When I asked for the project's 
requirements, the incumbent [Agile] software team 
responded by printing a source-code listing, together 
with a front page titled Requirements Specification. No 
requirements, incomprehensible design, inadequate 
testing and a vast pile of stinking code - McCabe and 
Halstead metrics proved the point.”
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OTHER PROBLEMS

•  Contracting
•  Project accounting
•  Judging success
•  Determining the end of the project

•  These topics required a change of culture
–  In developers, users, customers, all senior 

management
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THE NEED FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT

•  One task and one person
–  No overheads required

•  More tasks −> more skills required
–  Planning and coordination needed

•  Many tasks and several people
–  Overheads in coordination, tool use, skill time-sharing
–  Need for planning, budgeting, accounting
–  Project management required
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A RELEVANT QUOTATION

“There is no longer a project with a beginning, middle 
and end. And hence, no traditional project manager. 
Rather, there is simply a stable Product Owner and a 
long-lived self-managing Team that collaborate in an 
‘endless’ series of fixed-length Sprints, until the 
product or application is retired.”
[The Scrum Primer]

•  Seems like in-line work
•  Agile is a programming method, not a project method
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THE THREE ‘DIMENSIONS’ OF A PROJECT

To complete 
the project

•  On time
•  Within budget
•  To specification
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A GAIN HERE, A SACRIFICE THERE

•  ED can solve the problem of one dimension
–  But problems created can cause failure in the other 

two
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MISSING DETAILS ABOUT AGILE

•  Experience shows project delays to be caused more by 
project management and infrastructure problems than by 
technical ones

•  How are the identified problems dealt with?
–  Speakers never refer to them
–  Articles do not mention them

•  Agile literature gives the impression of a single small 
team, but on large projects (with several teams)
–  How is the necessary infrastructure put in place?
–  How do teams share the CM system?
–  How is coordination planned and managed?
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PROPONENTS DON’T ANSWER THE QUESTIONS

•  Proponents propose Agile for the development of safety-
critical (and other mission-critical) systems

•  Have they given thought to the disadvantages?
–  If so, why have they not revealed the results?
–  If no, why not, and why do they keep this secret?

•  Possible to use rapid prototyping
–  But Agile requires evolutionary delivery

•  Can incremental specification lead to safety?
•  Which part of a system will provide both acceptable 

functionality and assured safety on the first delivery?
•  Do they propose Agile simply because it’s in vogue?
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AGILE AND SOFTWARE FOR 
SAFETY-CRITICAL SYSTEMS

•  Safety is a system concept
–  Requires understanding of the whole system
–  Cannot be provided on a “sprint” basis

•  Strategic goals must be understood
–  Safety requires a complete design (to plan, to analyse)

•  Each delivery introduces a new system, so:
–  System validation essential (Scrum: only Sprints validated)
–  Safety assessment of each delivery essential

•  Agile is a programmer’s method, not a system method
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AGILE AND SOFTWARE FOR 
SAFETY-CRITICAL SYSTEMS

•  Risk assessment required on each delivery
•  Safety must be demonstrated as well as achieved

–  Has thought been given to accumulating evidence and 
developing a structured safety case for each delivery?

•  Safety is facilitated by stability
–  Might permanent change (“from a couple of weeks to a 

couple of months”) introduce risk?
–  How do Agile proponents eliminate this gratuitous risk, or 

how and on what basis do they assure it to be tolerable?
•  The safety overheads for each delivery could be large

–  Has their cost-effective been evaluated?
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WHO PROPOSE AGILE FOR SAFETY?

•  Who are they?
•  Have they used Agile?
•  Have they ever carried out development?
•  Do they know what software engineering is?
•  Do they understand the management of projects?
•  Do they understand the problems Agile can create?
•  Do they understand modern safety principles?
•  Do they know what safety engineering is?
•  Do they know what a safety case is?
•  Are they engineers?
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WHAT DO SAFETY ENGINEERS THINK?

•  Safety engineers, managers and strategists are silent
–  Do they understand Agile?
–  Do they think it is right for their domain?
–  Do they think anything?

•  Do they have problems that Agile would solve?
–  If not, why would they want change?

•  Do they understand the problems Agile can create?
•  Have they assessed the cost-effectiveness and the time 

of carrying out validation, safety assessment, and safety-
case development on each delivery?
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REVIEW

•  ED is not a panacea
•  It can solve one (big-bang) problem

–  But can cause failure in the time and budget dimensions
•  It requires good planning and sound project-management 

principles, well applied
•  Agile is proposed for development of safety-critical software

–  But its proponents don’t tell its whole story
–  And they don’t seem to know it

•  Safety professionals are asking no questions about Agile
–  Will they replace project management with a programming 

method by default or at the say-so of Agile programmers?
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